E DU C ATO R GUI D E
Section 1: Week 3

Day Two: Share the Mad Feelings
Explore (15 minutes)
Investigate mad
feelings with an art
activity.

Supplies

Goals
»	
Review the words: mad, frustrated, furious
»	
Learn to notice and express mad feelings
»	
Discuss ways to manage mad feelings

»	
A shoebox or a paper bag

Activity

»	
Images showing mad
feelings

1.	Share the definition and pose for the word mad. Ask children, “What word am
I thinking of?” Say the word and its definition and show the pose. Now choose
a child to pick the word mad. Repeat this for frustrated and furious.

»	
Large index cards or pieces
of standard white paper
cut in half (one per child)
»	
Crayons and markers

2.	Show children the mad box or bag and explain, “In this box we are going
to put pictures of times that we felt mad. Then we can look inside to remind
us of mad feelings.”
3.	Review the mad call-and-response together.

Setup
»	
Decorate a shoebox or
a bag with mad images.
Find images showing
different levels of mad.
For instance, a frustrated
image shows someone
scrunching up his face.
For furious, someone is
scrunching up her face and
stomping her feet. You can
also draw your own
pictures or encourage
children to do so.

4.	Give children blank slips of paper or index cards. Ask them to draw about
a mad feeling like mad, frustrated, or furious.
5.	Talk to the children about their drawings. You can ask: “How did you feel?
Mad? Frustrated? Furious, which means SUPER mad? What helped you
to feel better?”
6.	On each child’s drawing, write a description of what is happening in the
picture. For example, “Naja could not tie her shoe no matter how hard she
tried. She felt frustrated.”

»	
Label the box or bag with
the word mad.
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